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Chair’s message  

 

Libby Lyons 
SAGE Chair  

I am proud to present this impact statement 
sharing the achievements of SAGE and our 
network of participating institutions. 

With SAGE’s support, our subscribers have 
gathered steam and have begun to see concrete 
outcomes and positive impacts in their 
workplaces. Most are now setting the Australian 
benchmark for successful action on equity, 
diversity and inclusion, and two—the University 
of Newcastle and Edith Cowan University—are 
on track to apply for Athena Swan Silver 
accreditation in 2024.  

Through the recently established Athena Swan 
Australia Advisory Committee, participating 
institutions now have a stronger voice in guiding 
SAGE’s future path. 

I extend my heartfelt appreciation to those 
whose unwavering commitment make our work 
possible: our participating institutions—
especially their SAGE implementation teams, our 
dedicated staff, and my fellow Board members. 

I also offer my sincere thanks to two departing 
SAGE leaders: Board member Dr James A. Angus 
AO FAA, whose infinite wisdom and insight has 
guided SAGE’s growth since 2020, and SAGE co-
founder Professor Brian Schmidt, who through 
his extraordinary intuition brought the Athena 
Swan framework to Australia. SAGE owes much 
to Brian’s vision and generosity. I wish James and 
Brian well in their future endeavours. 

Thank you all for your continued support of our 
organisation as we embark on another year of 
building a more equitable and inclusive higher 
education and research sector. 

CEO’s message 

 

Dr Janin Bredehoeft 
SAGE CEO 

Looking back on my first year as SAGE CEO, my 
lasting observation is our participating 
organisations’ determination to deeply embed 
equity, diversity and inclusion (EDI) in the sector. 

This period of learning saw me make many visits 
to our subscribers to learn about their ambitious 
initiatives. I am grateful to all who hosted my 
team and me as we connected with the 
outstanding individuals and teams leading 
change in their institutions. 

Our network is, I believe, at a point of EDI 
maturation. This year we celebrated two new 
Bronze Awardees, and many subscribers received 
SAGE Cygnet Awards for the progress, outcomes 
and impact they achieved following their Athena 
Swan Bronze Awards. The University of 
Newcastle became the first organisation to earn 
all five Cygnet Awards. Through the Cygnet 
Awards, our communities of practice shared 
evidence of emerging best practices from which 
other organisations can learn and emulate. 

We continue to build and amplify the voice of 
EDI in the higher education and research sector. 
This year, SAGE has made a significant impact on 
shaping national policy through our submissions 
to eight inquiries and reviews. These submissions 
serve as a robust foundation for evidence-based 
change, influencing policymakers to adopt 
measures that foster a more inclusive 
environment in our sector. 

I am so excited to be working with the higher 
education and research sector as it leads cutting-
edge systemic change to EDI in Australia. This 
report outlines some of the changes that we are 
making together to build and maintain 
workplaces in which everyone can thrive.

  



SAGE continues to be an authoritative voice on EDI issues

2023 PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
We celebrated the progress and
success our subscribers achieved

20
successful

Cygnet Awards

▲17
from 2022 2

Athena Swan
Bronze Awards

  ▲2
from 2022

Most of our 43 subscribers have progressed to evaluating the outcomes and impact
from their Bronze Award action plan, in preparation for their first Cygnet Award.

8
submissions to
policy reviews

8
speaking

engagements

600+
new followers on social
media (LinkedIn and X)

380
media mentions

▲300%
from 2022

We supported sector-wide collaboration and knowledge-sharing

7
capacity building

webinars

34
regional and

national network
meetings

2

31

4 3 1 1 1

Achieved
Bronze
Award

Pursuing
first

Cygnet
Award

Achieved
1 Cygnet

Award

Achieved
2 Cygnet
Awards

Achieved
3 Cygnet
Awards

Achieved
4 Cygnet
Awards

Achieved
5 Cygnet
Awards

Achieved
Silver
Award

increasing
EDI maturity

10 subscribers (25%) achieved
at least one Cygnet Award

Worked with influential partners such as
Australia’s Women in STEM Ambassador

Australian Government Office for Women

Association of Australian Medical Research Institutes (AAMRI)

Australian Academy of Science

Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering (ATSE)

Advancing Women in Healthcare Leadership

Australian Council of Learned Academies (ACOLA)

National Women’s Safety Alliance



SAGE accreditation drives real outcomes 
Applying for an Athena Swan Bronze Award equips organisations with a deep understanding of their key 
EDI challenges and a targeted action plan to address them. This foundation—coupled with long-term 
commitment and a data-driven approach—is our recipe for success. Subscribers who have progressed to 
Cygnet Award accreditation report positive changes in their workforce diversity and organisational culture. 

 

  

https://sciencegenderequity.org.au/category/application/


  



  



SAGE institutions have lower gender pay gaps.* 

 

  

 
* Chart based on 2022/23 Workplace Gender Equality Agency employer results data for median total remuneration 
pay gap. Only SAGE subscribers who reported to WGEA in the 2022/23 financial year (31 universities and 7 medical 
research institutes) were included in the pay gap analysis. Non-subscribers comprised 8 universities and 18 medical 
research institutes. Only organisations that reported to WGEA in both financial years were included in the comparison 
of women’s representation in senior leadership. Senior leadership figures for the University of South Australia were 
not publicly available at time of writing and thus could not be included. SAGE subscribers comprised 30 universities 
and 7 medical research institutes, while non-subscribers comprised 8 universities and 11 medical research institutes. 

https://www.wgea.gov.au/data-statistics/data-explorer


Supporting the SAGE network 
In 2023, many SAGE subscribers received personalised attention and support with their accreditation 
journey. Subscriber voice continued to play an important part in shaping the SAGE program, ensuring that 
it remained fit-for-purpose and responsive to their needs. 

  



 

  



Financial statement 
A financial report for the year ending 30 June 2023 is available from the Australian Charities and Not-for-
profits Commission (ACNC) website. 

https://www.acnc.gov.au/charity/charities/74a1913f-2446-ea11-a813-000d3ad1cd99/documents/
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